Disciplinary / Complaint / Safeguarding Procedure Flowchart v3.0

Incident Referral Form
Referee Report Form
Complaint in Writing
(Documentation must be received within 5 working days of incident)

Information processed. Complainant notified within 10 working days.

Complaint: Meeting to discuss action required on the incident.

Issue is a complaint that
does not breach the CoC.
Course of action agreed at
meeting, notice of
complaint sent.

Issue is a player disciplinary
matter that requires conduct
points issued as per CoC.

Safeguarding issue Identified
and details passed onto
safeguarding working group.

Issue is a complaint that
breaches the CoC. Notice of
charge sent.
Information sent to
Referee Coordinator to add
details to disciplinary
spreadsheet.

Revert to Safeguarding Policy
and Flowchart available on
Safe Squash section of England
Squash website.

Correspondence delivered
to respondent within 10 working days.
–

Case noted on
complaints
spreadsheet.

Action undertaken. Remind
all parties involved of CoCs
and close case on
spreadsheet.

Sanctions/ course of
action agreed.
Respondent notified
within 20 working days.
Appeals made or not
made.

Concurrently an independent
disciplinary panel of three
members is appointed and
investigates. Correspondence
delivered within 10 working days.

Appeal made
against process.

No appeal.

Appeal upheld.

Appeal not upheld.

Points revoked.

Points
administered.

Respondent accepts or refutes
charge within 10 working days.

Respondent
accepts
charge.

Respondent
refutes
charge.

Statements/witness accounts requested for further information. Date for panel
convened. Correspondence received and delivered within 10 working days.

Independent disciplinary panel meets and decides sanctions/course of action.

Appeal made as sanction
does not fit offence.

Appeal made. Appointment of appeals panel including Board Member (max. cost
£400). Costs assigned to respondent.

Final decision made by appeals panel. Respondent notified within 10 working days.

Disciplinary / Complaint / Safeguarding Procedure Flowchart v3.0

The flowchart above helps explain England Squash’s internal procedure for dealing with disciplinary issues,
complaints and safeguarding allegations. If you are currently being processed in the system this flowchart
will help explain our processes and timescales.
What happens if I don’t agree with the decision?
Any decision by the England Squash Disciplinary Panel will be undertaken by looking at cases on an
individual basis. Decisions are made by the disciplinary panel (made up of three members from the
disciplinary register).
Appeals against the decision can be made if the process has not been administered properly, or new
evidence is found. Appeals must be made in writing via hard copy to Complaints, England Squash, National
Squash Centre, Manchester, M11 3FF or via email to complaints@englandsquash.com.
Within the appeal letter you must clearly outline why you believe the process has not been followed and
provide evidence where appropriate.
Appeals will be assessed by the Appeals Panel, made up of members from the England Squash Disciplinary
Register. You will receive a response upon receipt of your written appeal and a final decision will be made
within ten working days.
The appeal process may involve an interview at the National Squash Centre at the Appeals Panel
Chairpersons discretion. After a final decision has been communicated, no further appeals can be made.

